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Abstract:  

Introduction: Corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is an infectious breathing sickness because of the corona virus 2. (SARS-

CoV-2). the first recognised case become observed in Wuhan, China, in December of this year. The sickness has for the 

reason that spread round the arena, ensuing in a virulent disease. A giant pro-coagulant nation in addition to an 

inflammatory cytokine hurricane, comparable to what is seen in macrophages. As of April 20th, 2020, COVID-19 

(excessive acute respiration syndrome corona virus 2 [SARSCoV2] or 2019nCoV) were detected in about 2. 

Four million persons round the world. the first case of COVID-19 (extreme acute respiration syndrome corona virus 2 

[SARSCoV2] or 2019nCoV) turned into located in Wuhan, China. Because of its excessive infectivity, low virulence, and 

asymptomatic transmission, it is a completely contagious disease.  

Clinical findings: A 62-year-old male patient was admitted to AVBRH with complaints of vomiting, loss of appetite, nausea, 

weakness, and muscle cramps, He had hypertension, diabetes mellitus. 

Diagnostic Evaluation:  HB-11.1 gm % , MCHC-33.5, MCV-86.9, MCH-29.1, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, 

MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, 3.83 total rbc count,HCT-33.2, RDW-14.6, total wbc count-11400Total platelet count 

was 0.83, Monocytes were 4 and Granulocytes were 85, 9.1 grammes of total protein (PL REPEAT) 

Therapeutic Intervention: Inj Emset 4 mg, Inj Metro 100 mg BD, Inj Rein 40 mg OD, Inj pan 40 mg BD, Inj cetri 10 gm BD, Inj 

perinorm TDS 

Outcome: The medication for vomiting, diabetes, and hypertension, as well as fever and cough, has begun. Due to the 

patient's weight, physiotherapy was prescribed. 

Conclusion:  The patient is admitted to AVBRH's medicine department and is under the care of a medical and nursing team. 

The patient is stable and is being monitored. The post-COVID-19 symptomatology is very similar to the post-SARS 

symptomatology. All COVID-19 survivors should be monitored for a long time to assess and treat any symptoms or diseases 

that may have been triggered by the novel corona virus infection. 

Keywords: Pulmonary Fibrosis; COVID-19; Tiredness; Post-COVID-19 Manifestations, Weakness, Muscle Cramps, And Joint 

Pain. 

Introduction: 

Corona virus ailment 2019 (COVID-19) is a existence-threatening breathing infection caused by a 

singular corona virus (SARS-CoV-2). one of the maximum urgent issues with COVID-19 is 
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its rapid spread; hundredsofthousands of people were inflamed round the world, 

with loads of thousands of deaths so far. Fever, dry cough, and other signs and symptoms plagued 

the sufferers.1 The severity of the illness is connected to the inflamed folks' age and comorbidities; 

the aged are mainly impacted, necessitating ICU remedy.2 The degree of signs is likewise proportional 

to their period; slight instances can also persist for two weeks, even 

as severe cases may keep everywhere from three to six weeks. 3 Due to the fact SARS-CoV-2 is 

transmitted by way of breathed air and aerosols, direct touch with showed patients is 

the most common way for the ailment to spread among people.4 The polymer chain reaction (PCR), 

computed tomography (CT) scan, and blood check are used to diagnose COVID19.5 

Five Supportive remedy, including antibiotics, vitamins, hint elements, and antipyretics, is 

the simplest alternative for mild instances, however for people with respiration distress, 

oxygen remedy without or with mechanical air flow need to be brought and tailor-

made to every case.6 

Corona virus disorder 2019 (COVID-19) is a lifestyles-threatening respiration infection due to a 

novel corona virus (SARS-CoV-2). one of the most urgent issues with COVID-19 is 

its fast spread; thousands and thousands of people have been inflamed around the sector, 

with masses of heaps of deaths up to now. Fever, dry mouth, and other signs and symptoms plagued 

the patients.7 The severity of the sickness is hooked up to the inflamed individuals' age and co-

morbidities; the elderly are specifically impacted, necessitating ICU remedy .8  

The SARS-COV-2 viral surface spike protein binds to the human angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 

(ACE2) receptor that is observed inside the lungs (type 2 alveolar cells), coronary heart, intestinal 

epithelium, vascular endothelium, and kidneys, causing multi-organ failure. 

The common incubation length is 4 days.9 to the pleasant of our understanding, no studies in Iraq 

has shown that ischemia of the decrease leg because of thrombosis is a 

rare imparting clinical function of COVID-19. We describe a unique case of decrease limb ischemia in 

a patient who had the hallmark COVID-19 signs and symptoms of fever and dyspnoea at some 

point before the onset of COVID-19 signs like fever and dyspnoea. 

Present history: On May 31, 2021, a 62-year-old male patient was admitted to AVBRH with complaints 

of vomiting, loss of appetite, nausea, weakness, and muscle cramps. A thorough inquiry has been 

carried out. 

Family History: The family consists of four members. The patient was diagnosed after he had been on 

covid for a while.  Except for my patient, who was admitted to AVBRH, none of the other members 

had any health issues. 

Past History:  Before 1 month, the patient had tested positive for RTPCR. 

Clinical findings :  Loss of appetite, vomiting, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, nausea,  weakness, and 

joint pain are all symptoms of diabetes mellitus. 

Etiology:  Infection with the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) virus 

strain causes COVID-19. 

Physical Examination: 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ijcp.13746#ijcp13746-bib-0001
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ijcp.13746#ijcp13746-bib-0002
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ijcp.13746#ijcp13746-bib-0003
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ijcp.13746#ijcp13746-bib-0004
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ijcp.13746#ijcp13746-bib-0006
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General examination  

State of health: unhealthy  

General condition – not satisfactory 

State of consciousness: conscious  

Body built: Moderate  

Hygiene: poor 

General Parameter:  

Height: c144cm 

Weight: 51 kg 

Vital parameter:  

Blood pressure: 130/80mmhg 

Temperature: 98.6o F 

Pulse: 100beats/min.  

Respiration: 25 breath/ min. 

SPO2: 97% 

Systemic Examination 

CVS – S1 S2 + 

 

Respiratory: wheezing sound present on left side 

 

Diagnostic Assessment: : HB-11.1 percent, MCHC-33.5, MCV-86.9, MCH-29.1, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-

33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5, MCHC-33.5,3.83 total rbc count,HCT-33.2, 

RDW-14.6, total wbc count-11400Total platelet count was 0.83, Monocytes were 4 and Granulocytes 

were 85, 9.1 grammes of total protein (PL REPEAT) 

Therapeutic Intervention: : Emset 4mg, Metro 100 mg BD, Rein 40mg OD, Pan 40mg BD, Cetri 10gm 

BD, Perinorm TDS. 

Outcome:  The medication for vomiting, diabetes, and hypertension, as well as fever and cough, has 

begun. Due to the patient's weight, physiotherapy was prescribed. 

Discussion: 

As a end result, a multidisciplinary method mixed with lengthy-term rehabilitation need to be used to 

optimize mental fitness morbidity remedy. Each COVID-19 survivor said one or more signs and 

symptoms, which endured for greater than 20 days after the last terrible PCR. COVID-19 

severity was divided into three categories: mild times with achievable signs and 

symptoms who were treated at domestic with out the want for 

oxygen remedy, mild instances with hard breathing who required oxygen remedy at home, 

and severe sufferers who have been hospitalized and required ICU. the connection between age, co 

morbidities, and COVID-19 severity is proven.10 

Poor PCR isn't always the cease of affected person monitoring for COVID-19 

survivors; continuing and long-term monitoring is suggested for evaluation of submit-COVID-19 

manifestations and early intervention with vast signs. moreover, it's far essential to provide ongoing 
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counselling to the individuals, not best to ensure that they stick to their meds, however also to make 

certain that they're receiving the exceptional viable care11 

Approximately 90% of the recovered members had publish-COVID-19 manifestations, with 

a huge spectrum of symptoms and diseases ranging from a minor symptom like a headache 

to more serious troubles which includes stroke, renal failure, and pulmonary fibrosis. After 

SARS, publish-viral infection syndrome changed into formerly determined.12,13. Continual fatigue 

and intellectual issues remained clinically great in members who survived SARS illness at some point 

of a four-year comply with-up. 14 

Within the absence of active contamination, kids with asymptomatic 

SARSCoV2 infection evolved multisystem inflammatory syndrome 

in youngsters (MISC), characterized by way of fever, elevated inflammatory markers, and single or 

multiorgan failure, within the absence of active contamination . 15 

Seizures were observed in more than one kid with this syndrome. As proven with the aid 

of her excessive systemic inflammatory markers, we agree with our patient's RSE became due 

to a put up infectious inflammatory reaction. Regardless of the truth that she did not have 

multisystem organ failure or a fever, she turned into admitted to the sanatorium. 15 

In this have a look at, sufferers who had recovered from COVID-19 said that at least one symptom, in 

particular fatigue and dyspnoea, had endured in 87. 4% of instances. 

The observer’s limitations consist of a loss of specifics on symptom severity and a lack 

of information on symptom records prior to acute COVID-19 sickness. Further, this is a single-

middle have a look at with a small range of sufferers and no controls.16 

Clinicians and researchers have concentrated on the intense section of COVID-19, but long-time 

period effects ought to be monitored after discharge. We determined an general threshold of. even 

though occult thromboembolic occasions can be viable or even in all 

likelihood in seriously sick COVID-19 sufferers who're unable to go through diagnostic imaging, given 

the discovered bleeding prices, our information suggest that empiric anticoagulation 

intensification beyond the overall fashionable of care in even seriously ill COVID-19 sufferers have 

to be approached with caution. patients on renal replacement remedy with CVVH who 

have numerous bouts of circuit failure due to coagulation are the 

one current exception recognized via our information. On scientific trials, there are more than 

one randomised studies assessing the severity of preventive anticoagulation in people with COVID-

19.17 Some of the related reviews on effect of Covid 19 on healthcare were reported18-23.  

Multiple signs and symptoms seem roughly 3 months after the onset 

of symptoms in previously hospitalised and no hospitalized sufferers with confirmed or suspected 

COVID-19. those points to the lifestyles of a "submit-COVID-19 syndrome" and the unmet 

healthcare demands of a subset of people with "moderate" or "severe" COVID-19. The put up-COVID-

19 symptomatology is very just like the put up-SARS symptomatology. All COVID-19 survivors must be 

monitored for a long time to assess and deal with any signs and symptoms or sicknesses that 

could had been induced through the novel corona virus infection. After 

the ultimate negative PCR, the majority of COVID-19 survivors exhibited a 

selection of symptoms, which includes slight syphilis. Fatigue, tension, joint pain, and 

headache were the most usually said symptoms. The severity of publish-COVID-19 signs and 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ijcp.13746#ijcp13746-bib-0014
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symptoms changed into connected to the infection's severity, which was also connected to the life of 

co morbidities. The put up-COVID-19 symptomatology could be very just like the -SARS 

symptomatology.  

Conclusion: 

All COVID-19-infected individuals have to be evaluated and dealt with on a protracted-

term foundation. After the closing terrible PCR, the general public of COVID-19 survivors exhibited an 

expansion of signs and symptoms that could range from slight symptoms like fatigue and headache 

to more extreme manifestations together with pulmonary fibrosis, stroke, and myocarditis. 

Fatigue, tension, joint soreness, and headache had been the maximum commonly reported signs and 

symptoms. The diploma of post-COVID-19 signs and symptoms become linked to the severity of the 

virus. standard, the to be had statistics suggest that a subset of patients who recover from acute 

SARS-CoV-2 infection will revel in long-term effects from the ailment, both due 

to continual symptomatology or extended organ dysfunction, or probable as a result of the 

emergence of new syndromes, along with MIS, after preliminary asymptomatic 

or moderate infection. The whole variety of publish acute COVID-19 period and severity is 

still unclear. Given the massive range of patients who have already shrivelled COVID-19 and the 

ongoing transmission of the disease, put up acute COVID-19 symptomatology and 

organ dysfunction may come to be a huge aid use issue in the destiny. within 

the dynamically converting COVID-19 pandemic era.  
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